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PREFACE

Dear Educator,
Nature’s Classroom is a resource that is designed for children in grades 3 - 7. The creation of this resource was
made possible thanks to Langley Environmental Partners Society, with the generous support and commitment
of Envision Financial.
This resource has been created for anyone who would like to introduce children to the wonderful world of
gardening, including classroom teachers. Access to garden space is helpful, but many of the activities can be
done in the classroom and the schoolyard. The primary goals of Nature’s Classroom are to help youth: connect
with the natural world by discovering where food really comes from, learn how to grow their own food, and
develop awareness about environmental issues and social responsibility.
The materials have been organized into a series of 5 workshops which cover the lifecycle of plants: soil is
prepared, seeds are planted and grown, plants are harvested, food is prepared and eaten, and food waste is
returned to the soil; two more optional workshops expand the topics to include the food system, and
watershed stewardship. However, the workshops are ordered to accommodate the need to plant and harvest
early to fit within the schoolyear.
The Nature’s Classroom curriculum has been designed to align with British Columbia’s new Curricular
Competencies. Content and materials link across Science, Social Sciences, Math, English Language Arts, and
Physical and Health Education.
Langley Environmental Partners Society is committed to supporting educators in bringing environmental
education into the classroom and schools. We appreciate hearing about your experiences using the Nature’s
Classroom materials.
Feel free to contact us with comments, feedback or questions at: education@leps.bc.ca.

Sincerely,
The Nature’s Classroom Team

WELCOME MESSAGE FROM ENVISION FINANCIAL

At Envision Financial, we’re committed to making a real difference in the financial lives of our members and a
meaningful difference in our local communities. That’s why we have been proud to partner with Langley
Environmental Partners Society to bring Nature’s Classroom to local students since 2011.
This 12 week program offers a unique outdoor learning experience to students in grades three to seven.
During the program, students will grow their own food while learning about the food cycle, vegetable
gardening, soil, composting and the local watershed and ecosystem of Latimer Creek. At the conclusion of the
program, the vegetables will be donated to community food programs through several local charities.
Nature’s Classroom is closely aligned to The Full Cupboard, Envision Financial’s community program designed
to raise food, funds and awareness for local food banks. Through this innovative program, Envision Financial
has committed to raising at least $1 million for local food banks over the next 10 years. For more information,
visit thefullcupboard.ca.
Envision Financial is a division of First West Credit Union, B.C.’s third-largest credit union, with 39 branches
and 28 insurance offices throughout the province operating under the Envision Financial, Valley First and
Enderby & District Financial brands. Led by Launi Skinner, First West has $7.1 billion in assets under
administration, more than 171,000 members and close to 1,300 employees. For eight years running, Envision
Financial was named one of the 50 Best Employers in Canada. For its extensive community involvement,
Envision Financial is designated a Caring Company by Imagine Canada. For more information on Envision
Financial, visit envisionfinancial.ca.
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INTRODUCTION

Nature’s Classroom began as a pilot project at Maples Discovery Gardens Co-op in the Township of Langley.
The co-op’s Board of Directors, including head-gardener, Bruce Van Garderen, felt a need to reach out to
youth in the community to inspire a love of gardening and a passion for healthy eating. After receiving support
for the project from Envision Financial, Bruce sought out Langley Environmental Partners Society (LEPS) to
help make the Maples’ dream of a gardening program for Langley youth a reality.
Langley Environmental Partners Society (LEPS) is a non-profit, partnership-driven organization founded in
1993, to achieve the mission of "protecting and restoring the natural environment through education,
cooperation and action."
LEPS designed the curriculum for Nature’s Classroom based on many years’ experience developing and
delivering educational workshops for Langley schools on various themes within environmental stewardship.
LEPS continues to provide project coordination by leading the Nature’s Classroom workshops.
The pilot program for Nature’s Classroom began in 2011 with six participating classes. Nature’s Classroom is
now an annual program; with the addition of a fall session in 2015, up to ten classes now participate in the
program every year, with between 180 and 270 students from both the Langley and Surrey communities,
along with up to 50 parent volunteers, all learning about growing their own food in an environmentally and
socially responsible way. Since this program’s inception, over 500 pounds of produce have been grown and
donated to such local charities as the Langley Food Bank, Senior Resource Centre, Sources Food Bank, and
Salvation Army Gateway of Hope.
In 2018, the Maples Discovery Gardens closed, due to reasons beyond their control. However, the ideals of
community engagement and education continue to live within this program.
Teachers, parents and educators have been amazed at the enthusiasm students demonstrate when
participating in the program. “The overall experience was valuable for my students,” said one teacher. “I
appreciated how this program taught respect, care and conservation. Most of my students have very little
exposure to outside activities and have minimal responsibilities in their lives so this program was great for
keeping them accountable, teaching them about nature and providing true experiential learning.”
This project would not have been possible without the generous support of Envision Financial. Thank you to
Envision Financial for helping to bring Nature’s Classroom to life and inspiring Langley’s youth towards healthy
lifestyles.

NATURE’S CLASSROOM GOALS







To provide youth with the opportunity to discover where food really comes from
To help youth develop food security skills through growing their own food
To educate youth about the importance of keeping the environment free of chemicals and
pollutants
To inform youth about the significance of soil and its components
To help youth develop an awareness of social responsibility by donating food to local community
resources

GARDEN ETIQUETTE

Spend a few minutes going over these guidelines with your students prior to their first visit to a garden.
Brainstorm with students the purpose of these guidelines.
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Always walk while in the garden
Stay on the paths, and off the garden beds
Ask before using tools and follow instructions
Respect each other and the plants and animals in the garden
Respect spaces, plants and tools that belong to others
Stay within the specified boundaries
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Sequence

Title

Summary

Duration

Workshop One

Spuds, Sprouts and
Spades

Students learn about the lifecycle
and processes of plants, and are
introduced to gardening concepts.

90 minutes

Workshop Two

Priming, Planting, and
Patience

Students plant in the garden and
learn what is involved in garden
planning.

90 minutes

Workshop Three

You Say Dirt, I Say Soil

Students learn about the
components of a soil ecosystem.
Prepare and plant garden beds.

90 minutes

Workshop Four

Pollination

Students learn about the plant
parts, pollination, and crop
maintenance.

90 minutes

Workshop Five

The Food System

Students learn about the elements
of the food system and the
resources involved.

90 minutes

Workshop Six

A Harvest Celebration

Students review what they have
learned and prepare a healthy
snack.

90 minutes

Optional

Streaming Along

Students learn about healthy
watersheds and the ways we
impact them.

90 minutes

Workshop One: Spuds, Sprouts and Spades
This workshop has been adapted from the Seed to Plate workshop series offered by LEPS.

TOTAL TIME 90 minutes
OBJECTIVES
 To understand how food grows
 To introduce students to the skills of growing food
 To understand the plant cycle
 To define photosynthesis and explain its function in plant growth and development
RESOURCES
 Quadrant Observation Form
 A Plant Story
SETUP
This workshop has three stations that students rotate through. Therefore three station leaders are required. If
there is only one leader available the entire class can go through each station together, provided there are
sufficient supplies or students work in groups. Activity 2b is an “Advanced” alternative to Activity 2a for older
students. Activity 3 has two parts. Optional activities can also be found in the Appendix to help engage
students in the garden when there is extra time.
INTRODUCTION
10 minutes
Outline the expectations and guidelines for garden use to students. Ask them to give examples of guidelines,
such as:
 Walk while in the garden
 Stay on paths, off garden beds (talk about what happens to grass that gets walked on all the time)
 Ask before using any tool or picking any plants
 Respect each other, plants and animals
 Boundaries of the garden area
Go over the outline of the day’s activities and how the station rotations will work. Briefly introduce each
station leader, where each station is and when rotations will occur.
Garden tour
10 minutes
 Activity 1: Seeds
20 minutes
 Activity 2a: Plant Parts and Processes
5-15 minutes
 Activity 2b: Photosynthesis
15 minutes
 Activity 3a: Planting Tomato Pots
10 minutes
 Activity 3b: Newspaper Pots
10 minutes
Begin with a tour of the garden as a class, then divide class into three groups and have students rotate
through the three stations.
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Activity 1: Seeds
Workshop One: Spuds, Sprouts and Spades
TIME 20 minutes
MATERIALS
Image of bean life cycle (Fig. 1)
Cherry tomatoes
Plastic knives and cutting boards
Optional:
Handout: “Quadrant Observation Form”
Pencils
Clipboards
Optional: Tweezers
Advanced –
Inside of seed (Fig. 2)
Corn kernels, thawed from frozen
Pinto beans, presoaked from dried and kept moist
Optional: Magnifying glasses
Images depicting monocots vs. dicots from book, A Seed is Sleepy
DISCUSSION
Seeds are tiny but significant! They represent the beginning of a plant’s life cycle. There are many different
types of seeds and all of them are unique.
Give each student a cherry tomato. Is the tomato a fruit or a vegetable? What makes the difference? It
contains seeds. Talk about examples of fruits, including ones we call vegetables.
Plants use their fruits or seed pods to spread their seeds. Each plant has a different system for spreading its
seeds and growing more of itself. Have the students brainstorm some examples (wind, sticking onto animals,
flowing water, bursting pods, etc.).
We’re going to figure out how tomatoes spread their seeds.
 Optional: Have the students draw the tomato as it appears now in the top Quadrant #1, with written
notes in the top Quadrant #2.
 Demonstrate how to cut the tomato in half, then allow students to cut their tomatoes. If using
handout, give students time to draw one half of the tomato in the bottom Quadrant #1 (add title
“inside of tomato”) with notes in the bottom Quadrant #2.
 Ask for observations about the tomato. Ex: It is red, juicy, tasty, has lots of seeds, the seeds are small,
the seeds are covered in a slimy coating. Students can write these down in the bottom Quadrant #2.
 Explain that tomatoes plan to spread their seeds by attracting animals to eat them. Some of the small
seeds will survive, particularly because of their slimy coating which gets washed off in the digestive
system. By the time an animal poops them out, it’s in a new place and the tomato seeds will have lots
of room to grow.
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Discuss the plant life cycle – ask what happens to the seed as it grows, using the bean life cycle diagram
(Fig. 1).
Advanced –
We are going to look more closely at some seeds from beans and corn.
Give each student one bean. Demonstrate how to take apart a bean seed by first removing the seed
coat with their nails and then carefully pulling apart the two sides of the seed.
 Peel off the outer skin or seed coat with their nails
 Split the bean into half lengthwise; tell the student to be careful not to lose any small parts
 Identify the following parts (see Fig. 2): seed coat (outer protection); embryo or baby plant (part
that will grow into the plant); root system and shoot system (that will grow from the embryo); food
(surrounds the embryo for use until it is big enough to produce it owns food)
Give each student a corn seed. They can gently squeeze out the embryo, and peel off the seed coat,
leaving the food source. Explain that it grows different than the bean, and so has no visible root and
shoot, but the embryo will still grow to develop into these parts of the adult plant.
Optional: Using the “Quadrant Observation Form”, have the students draw the inside of the bean,
labelling the parts they can see, with a title for each drawing. Repeat for each step along the way.
Show students Fig. 2 to assist with labelling. Remind students to record their observations.
The bean is a dicot, meaning it has two cotyledons (two seed leaves, the food for the growing plant).
As it grows the cotyledons will turn green and begin absorbing the sun’s rays.
The corn seed doesn’t easily split because it only has one cotyledon that provides nourishment for the
embryo. We call this a monocotyledon (one seed leaf).
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Figure 1: Bean Life Cycle
Source: The Pilgrim School, UK.

seed coat
shoot
Figure 2: Inside of Seed
Source: Caribbean Edu.

embry
o

cotyledon
(food source)
root shoot
Bean Seed (dicot)
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Activity 2a: Plant Parts and Processes
Workshop One: Spuds, Sprouts and Spades
TIME 5-15 minutes
MATERIALS
Plant Parts diagram (Fig. 3)
Blank paper and marker pens
Optional: “A Plant Story “
DISCUSSION
Copy the Plant Parts diagram onto the board, or consider making a poster with removable parts.
Ask students “What is a cycle?” Discuss. Examples: day to night, a school year, the moons, the seasons, the life
of a plant.
Optional: Have students take a piece of blank paper and draw a large circle on it. Explain this circle represents
the life cycle of a plant. Have them put the word SEEDS somewhere on their cycle and draw pictures of seeds.
Read them A Plant Story and have students write the stages around the edge of their cycle (seeds sprout,
plants grow bigger, plants flower and reproduce, plants die, plants decompose). Students can add colour and
more detail later.
Look at the different parts of a plant using the drawing on the board, or if possible, give each student a piece
of the flower diagram or a drawing.
Ask students to determine what part they have, or go through each part of the plant, and what the plant uses
it for. Allow for detailed discussion on the functions of each part:
 Roots – bring nutrients and water into plant
 Stem – support and structure
 Leaves – photosynthesis
 Petals – attract pollinators
 (Stamen and pistil – will be discussed on a later day)
Look at the leaves and discuss photosynthesis – why are they green?
 Plants take carbon dioxide from the air and water from the soil, and use sunlight to join them together
to make sugar based food.
 Oxygen is released as a waste product. Humans need this to breathe.
Optional: Walk the students through “A Plant Story” and discuss the life stages of the plant.
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Activity 2b: Photosynthesis
Workshop One: Spuds, Sprouts and Spades
TIME 15 minutes
MATERIALS
Plant parts diagram (Fig. 3)
9 Photosynthesis word cards labeled individually with the parts of the following equation
including math signs:
WATER + SUN + CARBON DIOXIDE = OXYGEN + SUGAR
DISCUSSION
Discuss photosynthesis. Plants are the only living things able to use the energy of sunlight to make
food. Ask students if anyone knows what this process is called. Photosynthesis happens inside the
plant cells containing chlorophyll, which makes them green. Ask for a student volunteer to hold up
photosynthesis cards discussing as we go.
We know that plants need photosynthesis to help them grow so how can we help the plants in the
garden get lots of light energy? (Plant rows North to South and put tall plants at North end of the
garden.) Talk briefly about leaf structure and function.
pistil

stamen
filame

anther

ovary

petal

leaf
stem
(roots below ground)

Figure 3: Plant Parts
Source: Understanding Evolution
http://evolution.berkeley.edu/evolibrary/article/petal_01
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Activity 3a: Planting Tomato Pots
Workshop One: Spuds, Sprouts and Spades
TIME 10 minutes
MATERIALS
Potting soil (good quality seed starting mix is recommended)
Watering cans or spray bottles filled with water
Tomato seeds to be planted
4” plastic pots
Sharpies
Optional: Gloves
DISCUSSION
Discuss seed requirements by asking students to brainstorm what seeds need to grow. Discuss how seeds only
need two things to start sprouting: heat and water. However, as they grow they need things like food and
light, as well as monitoring and attention to make sure they are getting all of these requirements.
Advanced – Mention some more unique requirements, such as seeds that require a period of darkness
or cold to germinate and some that require heat from a forest fire.


Reiterate the germination needs of seeds discussed above in the context of setting up a bed (in garden, in
a container, etc.) to plant the seeds. Discuss drainage to ensure adequate water, good potting soil to
provide the food, warmth, darkness, light, etc.



Prepare for planting by adding potting mix to the container. Pre-moisten your potting mix slightly before
planting by getting students to moisten and mix.



Explain that the seed packet has much of the information we need to get a plant started. Have the
students read it out and discuss critical elements such as seed depth.



Place seeds on soil and sprinkle with about 7mm (¼”) of soil.



Seeds should emerge in about 3-5 days at a temperature of 24-27°C (min 10°C /max 35°C).



Discuss what the requirements of young plant are compared to seeds. Do they need more water, plus
nutrients and light? (Yes.) Do they need darkness? (No.)
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Activity 3b: Newspaper Pots
Workshop One: Spuds, Sprouts and Spades
TIME 10 minutes
MATERIALS
Potting soil (good quality seed starting mix is recommended)
Watering cans or spray bottles filled with water
Herb seeds, ex: parsley
Newspaper (cut into 2.5” wide strips)
Paper pot moulds (soup can or pop can)
Masking tape
Sharpies
Optional: Gloves
DISCUSSION
Show students how to roll half a newspaper page into a biodegradable pot. Using a round object as a mould
(such as a pop can) roll the newspaper around the object, fold the bottom edges together to form the base of
your pot, and ease the paper pot off the mould. The width of the newspaper piece will determine how deep
the pot will be. Masking tape may be needed to fasten the bottom or sides of the newspaper pot.
Fill pot with soil, moisten but do not add too much water. Place herb seeds on soil and sprinkle with about
7mm (¼“) of soil.
Make sure to clearly label each pot with masking tape and a marker so that students can take their pot home
at the end of the workshop. These make excellent Mother’s Day or Father’s Day gifts.
If time permits: Discuss transplanting and hardening off.
Depending on your specific growing situation (greenhouse, classroom, outdoors) maintain the correct growing
conditions for the plants. Make sure to clearly label the pots to ensure students are able to identify their
tomato plants. These plants can be taken home during workshop five of Nature’s Classroom.

CONCLUSION
5 minutes
After students visit all 3 stations, form one large group again. Quickly review the main concepts discussed at
each station. Ask the student’s their favourite station or their favorite fact. Discuss what is going to happen in
the coming few weeks/months. In the next workshop, students will prepare and plant their garden beds.
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Workshop One – Station 1: Seeds

Nature’s Classroom

STUDENT HANDOUT

NAME: ___________________________________

Quadrant Observation Form
1. Detailed diagram: fill this space and include
appropriate labels

2. Observations: in point form list colour, shape,
texture etc.

1. Detailed diagram: fill this space and include
appropriate labels

2. Observations: in point form list colour, shape,
texture etc.

Adapted from: “Get Growing! Activities for Food and Garden Learning.” Edited by Jolie Mayer-Smith and Linda Peterat.
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Workshop One – Station 2: Plant Parts and Processes
Workshop Four – Station 2: Flower Dissection

Nature’s Classroom

A Plant Story
Plants go through stages of life similar to humans and other animals.
Seeds sprout. Flowering plants all begin as “embryos”, baby plants that are inside of seeds. The plant
embryo needs water and warmth to begin to sprout and grow roots, stems, and leaves.
Plants grow bigger. All green plants use the sun’s energy to convert water (from the
ground) and carbon dioxide (from the air) into sugars and other carbon compounds that
they use to build new plant cells and grow. This process is called “photosynthesis” (photo =
light, synthesis = build).
Plants flower. Once flowering plants reach maturity, they begin to form flowers that are the
reproductive part of the plant. Some plants form only one flower, while others form many
flowers. Flowers have female parts called the pistil that contain the ovules (eggs), and male
parts called the stamen that contain the pollen (sperm). Some kinds of flowers have both pistils
and stamen, while some have just one or the other.
For reproduction to occur the pollen must be transferred from the male part of the flower to
the female part through a process called “pollination”. This commonly happens by insects,
wind, or with human assistance.
Once a flower has been pollinated, the pollen joins with the ovule in a process called
“fertilization”. The fertilized ovules will grow and become seeds that are contained and
protected inside a fruit. Thus, both fruit and seeds develop from parts of the original flower.
These fruits and their seeds are eaten by animals or drop to the ground and grow a new plant.
Plants die. Some plants called “annuals” only live to produce flowers, fruits, and seeds for
one season. Other plants called “perennials” can live to flower and produce fruit and seeds
for many years. Plants that reach old age or become diseased will die. As plants wither,
their seed pods or fruits usually are scattered so that they can begin to grow a new plant.
Plants decompose. After a plant dies, the fungi and bacteria living in the soil begin to
break down or “decompose” the plant material. The decomposed plant matter returns
the carbon and other elements used to build its cells to the soil. In doing so it adds many
nutrients into the soil that help to nourish new seedlings (young plants).
Resource: “Get Growing! Activities for Food and Garden Learning.” Edited by Jolie Mayer-Smith and Linda Peterat.
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Workshop Two: Priming, Planting and Patience
TOTAL TIME 90 minutes
OBJECTIVES
 To plant garden beds
 To combine several skills to create a garden design, including research, mapping and drawing to scale.
 To learn about needs of plants and apply that knowledge in planning their garden beds
 To consider the needs of community members
RESOURCES
 Row by Row
 Garden Planting Plan
SETUP
You can have the garden laid out ahead of time as much as possible, but students may wish to come up with
their own garden bed designs or create a single design for the class. Designing the garden gives students the
opportunity to practice mapping skills and a purpose to research information about specific plants.
Consult the West Coast Seeds Gardening Guide (or other another local seed catalogue for your area) for
spacing information. Plants need to be rotated. If the same plants are always grown in the same soil, disease
organisms can build up, or the soil can be depleted of certain nutrients.
One of the goals of Nature’s Classroom is teaching youth social responsibility, so the focus is on growing fresh,
local vegetables for the local Food Bank. Staff at the Langley Food Bank have recommended root crops over
fresh greens because they keep longer.
Planting DOs and DON’Ts






DO
Plant a combination of vegetables for donation and for sampling by
students
Look for fast growing, early season varieties that will be ready before
the summer; consider heirloom varieties
Add some edible flowers to fight pests and make the garden attractive
Use transplants if necessary to shorten the growing time
Consult a local seed guide or garden centre for advice on what to
plant and when

Suggested plants:
 Potatoes
 Radishes
 Lettuce (also good for fall)
 June-bearing strawberries
 Carrots







Marigolds
Beets
Peas (if trellis available)
Spinach (also good for fall)
Bush beans













DON’T
DON’T try to plant too
many different things
DON’T forget to water
DON’T forget to weed
DON’T forget to mark rows
and label with date and
variety
DON’T plant invasive plants

Broccoli
Nasturtiums
Calendula
Garlic (for fall planting)
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This workshop has three stations that students rotate through, some of which have two parts. Three station
leaders are required. If there is only one leader available the entire class can go through each station together,
provided there are sufficient supplies or students work in groups.
Older students can be challenged with “Advanced” garden planning activities.
An additional, complementary lesson plan on garden planning, titled “Row by Row”, can be found in the
Resources following this workshop.
If there is additional time, refer to the Appendix for “Optional Activities” to engage students in their garden.
INTRODUCTION
5 minutes
Outline expectations for using the garden
 Stay on paths, off garden beds
 They will be using some gardening tools today so care needs to be taken to use them properly
 Respect each other and plants and animals
Explain that today is a working day and perhaps the most important workshop because they will be planting
their garden.
Students will be rotating through three stations:
 Activity 1a: Plot Preparation
 Activity 1b: Seed Tape
 Activity 2a: Planting the Garden
 Activity 2b: Planting Potatoes
 Activity 3: Plan a Dream Garden
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10-20 minutes
15 minutes
15 minutes
10 minutes
25 minutes

Activity 1a: Plot Preparation
Workshop Two: Priming, Planting and Patience
TIME 10-20 minutes
MATERIALS
Hand tools for weeding (trowels, hand rakes, garden forks, root tools, etc.)
Optional: Gloves
Rakes
DISCUSSION
Before planting the seed tape that they will create in the second half of this station, the garden space must be
made ready. As students will be rotating through this station, it may work best to have each group prepare
one third of the available garden space.






Discuss weeds and why we remove them from our gardens
Show students how to use tools properly explain that tool use is a privilege and that tools are expensive to
replace
Have students remove weeds in garden plot and then loosen topsoil, being careful not to go deeper than
12 cm (5”)
Rake soil smooth again
If ready for planting, drag a trowel or hoe along to create narrow trenches at the desired depth
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Activity 1b: Seed Tape
Workshop Two: Priming, Planting and Patience
Adapted from: “Get Growing – Activities for Food and Garden Learning” Edited by Jolie Mayer-Smith and Linda Peterat, pg. 142.

TIME 15 minutes
MATERIALS
Flour
Water
Popsicle sticks (to spread glue)
Plastic bowls (to mix glue in)
¼ cup measure
Newspaper
Scissors
Pencils
Rulers
Seeds: lettuce, radish, spinach, carrot, etc.
DISCUSSION
Make a flour and water paste: Use 60 ml (1/4 cup) of flour and add very small amounts of water, slowly
stirring until glue consistency is reached.
Read seed packet as a group to determine the spacing of the plants. Review why spacing is important. (Avoid
competition between plants by ensuring that each one gets access to the soil, light and water that it needs.)
Brainstorm with students: What is the purpose of gluing seeds to the paper? To keep the spacing very even.
Students can work with a partner:
 Cut newspaper into 2.5 cm (1”) wide strips
 Students use a ruler and pencil to mark where seeds should be placed; they will need to count by multiples
(ex: by 5cm increments)
 Place a small amount of paste on each pencil mark and one seed
 Allow tape to dry
 If time permits, dig a trench in the prepared soil by dragging a trowel or hoe to the required depth
 Plant tape seed side up and cover with the depth of soil specified on the seed packet
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Activity 2a: Planting the Garden
Workshop Two: Priming, Planting and Patience
TIME 15 minutes
MATERIALS
Trowels
Gloves
Compost/Vermiculite/Potting Soil
Watering Cans
Seeds/seedlings to be planted
Rakes
Markers (wooden posts)
DISCUSSION
How do we know when it is time to plant outside? Weather, soil temperature, seed catalogues, weather
forecasts.
Explain the importance of keeping a journal (knowing what was planted and when) and regular garden
maintenance: watering and weeding.
Go through the planting process
 Show students different ways to plant: planting in rows, planting in a square block (called “square foot
gardening”)
 Read through a planting guide or seed packet with the students, looking especially for information on
how deep and how far spaced the plants or seeds should be
 Mark the planting area using bamboo stakes or string
 Give the students a way to maintain even spacing; a meter stick laid along the row works well
 Seeds: In general, holes for seeds need to be twice as deep as the seed is long; or, dig a trench the
length of the row. (Optional: Fill seed hole with vermiculite.) Add seed, then cover over with dirt
 Transplants: Dig a hole, place plant in hole, add a little bit of good quality potting soil and firm soil
around plant
 Water lightly
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Activity 2b: Planting Potatoes
Workshop Two: Priming, Planting and Patience
TIME 10 minutes
MATERIALS
Trowels
Gloves
Watering cans
Seed potatoes – cut-up and allow to callous over 24 hr before planting
Rakes
Potting Soil
DISCUSSION
Students will be introduced to the concept of asexual/vegetative reproduction.
Ask how do plants reproduce? Most students will say flowers; tell students that this is an example of sexual
reproduction but plants also reproduce using asexual/vegetative reproduction, potatoes are an example of
this.
Show students a seed potato and explain how it can be cut into approximately 4 pieces and each piece will
make approximately 4 potatoes. We must wait about a day after we cut the potato for it to callous over; ask
why. (Otherwise it will be more susceptible to disease and pests.)
Students will turn over and rake soil along a line where potatoes will be planted.
Using a trowel students will make a hole in the ground, add potting soil and place potato in the hole, fill hole
with dirt and continue planting along line.
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Activity 3: Plan a Dream Garden
Workshop Two: Priming, Planting and Patience
TIME 25 minutes
MATERIALS
Seed packets, photocopies of packets, or seed catalogues
Graph paper
Pencils
DISCUSSION
Designing a garden gives students the opportunity to practice mapping skills and a purpose to research
information about specific plants. The roots and leaves of each plant grow to different extents, and each plant
consequently has different spacing requirements.
Brainstorm the following questions with students:
 When plants grow, do they all look the same? What are some differences?
 What are some plants’ needs to consider when planning our garden? (space, sunlight, root depth, height)
 How can we find out specific needs of each type of plant? (seed packets, seed catalogs, garden books)
 To make a map of a garden, what other information do we need? (size of plot, how much light it gets)
Students will be planning out a miniature dream garden. Discuss the different forms plants take and how they
might compete or work together. The key piece of information students need for each plant is its spacing.




Discuss the concept of “scale” on a map. Treating each square as 1 cm usually works well.
Students can then choose three (or more) plants to grow in their garden. Discuss why flowers may be
beneficial, too (to attract and feed pollinators). Encourage them to consider unusual vegetables.
Students should mark on their graph paper a row of each chosen plant, spaced according to its specific
needs. Younger students may want to draw a picture at each planting spot.

Discuss how space is a limiting factor. For example, if a student chose a squash, it may be the only vegetable
they can fit in their little garden. However, it will produce lots of food as long as it is tended well.
Advanced – Discuss plants’ access to light. Have students draw a North arrow on their maps and
discuss which direction sunlight comes from in the Northern hemisphere. (The South.) Check the
information on the seed packets. Taller plants can be planted so they don’t shade the shorter ones.
They can also consider how plants can be layered. If a small plant only requires partial sunlight (check the
seed packet again) it can be grown in the shade of a taller plant.

CONCLUSION
5 minutes
Form one large group again. Quickly review the main concepts discussed at each station. Ask the students
what their favourite was. In the next workshop, students will be learning about soil.
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Workshop Two – Supplemental Lesson Plan

Nature’s Classroom

Row by Row
Curriculum Connection
 Social Studies
 English Language Arts
 Mathematics
 Science
Key Concepts/Vocabulary
 Intercropping
 Companion planting
 Germination
 Scientific (or botanical) name
 Heirloom
Time 15 minutes
Materials
Chart paper
Markers
Photocopy of seed packet for Snap Peas
Graph paper
Pencils
Ruler
Copies of a regional Vegetable Planting Chart
www.westcoastseeds.com/garden-resources/west-coast-seeds-planting-charts
Handout: “Garden Planting Plan”
Activity One: KWL
 Students divide a paper into 3 columns, labelled (from left to right) K, W, L.
 Ask students to write everything they Know about seeds and planting seeds, then ask them what they
have Wondered about.
 Finally give students the photocopy of the example Snap Peas seed packet and have them fill out what
they Learned.
Activity Two: Planning the Garden
Give instructions for each group (below) and then have students work in their groups. Each group will need
one copy of the Vegetable Planting Chart for Coastal B.C., graph paper, and a list of potential plants to be
grown.
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Group 1 will draw the size and shape of the garden to scale on the graph paper, orienting it to the compass
directions and showing all permanent features, such as trees and buildings. Note: Plants grow best when
planted in North to South rows.
Group 2 will create a list of the plants to be grown according to height. They should first make a bar graph,
with the plant height on the y-axis and the plant name on the x-axis and use the graph to create their list.
Students may use the copies of seed packets to create their list.
Group 3 will create a list of compatible plants to be grown by filling out three columns: name of plant,
companion plant, and antagonistic plant. They may use the copy of the companion planting guide for
reference.
Group 4 will list the space requirements of each type of plant using the copies of seed packets. They will
indicate on graph paper the space requirements by shading the number of cm that the mature plant
needs.
Group 5 will research the needs of tomatoes (to be grown in the greenhouse) and potatoes (to be planted
in a separate plot).
Compiler Group – representatives from each group will meet to create a single garden map on large chart
paper, they may make an additional small map of the potato garden showing spacing requirements. They
will present their results to the rest of the class.

Alternative methods for planning the garden:



Make 5 groups and have each person responsible for one of the 5 roles listed above. 5 different garden
maps will be created and the class can vote on the one they like best.
Have each group of students responsible for a different vegetable, researching its growing requirements
and charting on graph paper. As a class, design a garden plan based on the findings of each group.
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Workshop Two – Supplemental Lesson Plan

Nature’s Classroom

STUDENT HANDOUT

NAME: ____________________________

Garden Planting Plan
Colour or
variety

Fruits
ex: Strawberries
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Everbearing

Tall plant
for North
side of
garden ()

Sow seeds directly
outside (O)
or
Seeds sown indoors
and transplanted (T)

x

T

Row spacing if
multiple rows
(cm)

Plant/seed
spacing within
rows
(cm)

---

45 cm

Root vegetables
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Greens
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Legumes
1.
2.
3.
Adapted from: “Get Growing! Activities for Food and Garden Learning”, Edited by Jolie Mayer-Smith and Linda Peterat.
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Workshop Three: You Say Dirt, I Say Soil
TOTAL TIME 90 minutes
OBJECTIVES
 To define topsoil and explain the importance of topsoil for all living things
 To identify the major components of healthy soil
 To understand soil as an ecosystem
 To explain impact of urban growth and pollution on arable land
RESOURCES
 Evaluate Your Topsoil
 Soil Scientists
SETUP
This workshop begins with a group activity, and then three stations that students rotate through, requiring
three station leaders. Activity 1 has two parts. If there is only one leader available the entire class can go
through each station together.
Older students may be challenged with deeper questions (see “Advanced”).
INTRODUCTION
5 minutes
Outline expectations for using the garden:
 Stay on paths, off garden beds
 They will be using some gardening tools today so care needs to be taken to use them properly
 Respect each other and plants and animals
Go over the day’s activities.
 Group Activity: The Earth as an Apple
 Activity 1a: Sensory Wake-up
 Activity 1b: Soil Scientists
 Activity 2: Compost
 Activity 3: Caring for Soil

10 minutes
10 minutes
10 minutes
20 minutes
15-20 minutes

Begin with the group activity. Then divide class into three groups and have students rotate through the three
stations.
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Group Activity: The Earth as an Apple
Workshop Three: You Say Dirt, I Say Soil
Adapted from: “Get Growing! Activities for Food and Garden Learning.” Edited by Jolie Mayer-Smith and Linda Peterat.

TIME 10 minutes
MATERIALS
Apple
Cutting board
Knife
Table
Optional: Clear glass of salt water, glass of rocks, glass of Lego
DISCUSSION
Ask students to form a circle around the demonstration table. Show students an apple and tell them to
pretend that the apple is the Earth. Let them know that during this presentation they should be thinking about
where our food comes from and what is necessary to food to grow.
1. Cut the apple in quarters. Hold up 3/4th and ask what they think this represents - land or water? (Water.)
And what type of water does it represent – fresh or salt? (Salt.) Can be placed in a glass of salt water.
2. The remaining 1/4th represents the portion of the Earth that is land. Cut this quarter in half and set one
half aside. Ask what fraction this piece is? (1/8th). Tell the students that this 1/8th represents the areas that
are uninhabitable and get examples from students of uninhabitable areas (i.e. glaciers, deserts,
mountaintops, etc.). Can be placed in glass of rocks.
3. The remaining 1/8th represents where people live. Cut this piece into four slices and set three aside. These
three pieces (3/32nd) represent land that cannot be cultivated for food. Ask the students for examples (i.e.
houses, golf courses, movie theatres, parking lots, parks, industries) Emphasize how much of Earth’s land
has been paved over or polluted and is considered non-arable. Can be placed in glass of Lego.
4. The remaining 1/32nd of the apple represents the portion of earth that is able to grow food. Peel the skin
off this apple. Tell them the skin represents all the topsoil in which food can grow on the planet Earth. This
is what we have to grow food in for every single person on Earth.
Discuss why topsoil is so important with the students. You can think of this thin layer as supporting all life on
this planet. Without nutrients, water, air and topsoil, plants cannot grow and be healthy. And without plants
there would be no people.
Ask the students about the movie WALL-E . WALL-E was searching for plants and without plants there would
be no life on Earth, but the plant he found needed soil to survive.
Advanced – Ask the students about the movie The Martian. The astronaut needed to grow food for
himself in the barren landscape of Mars; this could only work if he could create soil.
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Activity 1a: Sensory Wake-up
Workshop Three: You Say Dirt, I Say Soil
Adapted from: “Get Outdoors! An Educator’s Guide to Outdoor Classrooms” Written by Sue Staniforth.

TIME 10 minutes
MATERIALS
Sample of good quality soil
Optional Handouts: “Evaluate Your Topsoil” and “Soil Scientists”
Clipboards & pencils for handout
DISCUSSION
The sample in front of the students is an example of good quality, healthy soil. It would be good soil for their
plants to grow in. Not all soil looks this good, and they will later be examining the soil from their own garden
plot to determine if it is as healthy as this one. They will be using three of their senses to make observations to
determine what the elements of healthy soil are.
Have the students each take a handful of soil.
 Sight: What do they notice about the colour? Dark soil generally means it’s very nutritious. What
components do they see in the soil? Bits of wood or fiber indicate the presence of organic material,
which is where the nutrition comes from. (Small, crumbly white rocks are pearlite, a mineral that helps
the soil hold and drain water properly.)


Touch: Have the students take a pinch of soil with their other hand and rub it between their fingers. A
rough texture indicates sand which promotes drainage. Have the students squeeze the whole handful
and relax. If it clumps together slightly that’s a sign of a little bit of clay, which balances the sand by
slowing down the passage of water and making it easier for the roots of a plant to take up water and
nutrients.



Smell: If students are brave enough to smell the soil they should notice a rich, almost sweet smell, like
being in a forest, even though the soil likely contains compost or manure. In fact, their handfuls each
contain millions of bacteria and other living things that are essential for plants to grow. A good smell is
a final indicator of healthy soil.
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Activity 1b: Soil Scientists
Workshop Three: You Say Dirt, I Say Soil
Adapted from: “Get Growing! Activities for Food and Garden Learning.” Edited by Jolie Mayer-Smith and Linda Peterat.

TIME 10 minutes
MATERIALS
Optional Handouts: “Evaluate Your Topsoil” and “Soil Scientists”
Clipboards & pencils for handout
Soil sample from garden prepared ahead of time (place soil in a jar and mix with water, allow
to sit undisturbed at least one hour, preferably 24 hours)
Advanced – Soil testing kit for nitrogen, potassium and phosphorus (from a garden centre)
DISCUSSION
Tell students they will now become soil scientists to examine the soil from their garden plots and determine if
anything needs to be added for optimal plant growth.


Explain to the students how the sample was collected and how long it was allowed to sit.



Show the sample and point out the layers that have settled and how these relate to the components of the
soil. Sand and rocks are at the bottom. Next is a layer of mud that contains the organic material (and silt).
The top layer (or still suspended in the water if it has only sat a couple hours) is the clay; we don’t want
too much of this. There may also be bits of wood or vermiculite floating on top of the water.



Explain that there are other elements of good soil that we can’t perceive with our senses: nutrients, just
like the vitamins and minerals our own bodies need.
Advanced – Use chemistry to test for three nutrients that plants need. Just like with our bodies there are
many other important nutrients, but this will give us a general picture.
Follow the instructions in the soil testing kit to test for nutrients. Involve the students as much as possible.
Some of the reactions take time. Discuss the role of nutrients in helping plants grow. They are just like
vitamins and minerals for our own bodies, and plants can only get them from the soil.
Discuss what each of these three nutrients contribute to plant health.
The tablets or powders added to the sample water are indicators – chemicals that each react with a
different nutrient to create a colour. Usually a strong colour indicates a lot of that nutrient, and a pale
colour indicates a deficiency. It is possible to have too much of certain nutrients, especially nitrogen. We
want “just right” levels.
Show the completed reaction to the students along with whatever guide the kit included. Ask the students
whether they think their garden’s soil is deficient in any nutrient. What can be done about it? We can
amend the soil with compost, which contributes all kinds of nutrients, not just these three.
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Activity 2: Compost
Workshop Three: You Say Dirt, I Say Soil
TIME 20 minutes
MATERIALS
Diagram of compost layers (make a drawing showing alternating layers of greens and browns
Compost thermometer (stick in pile an hour before workshop)
Sample foods or pictures (fruit, veggies, meat, bones, bread, rice)
Sample of finished compost
Optional: Compost bin, preferably in use
DISCUSSION
Build on the Earth as an Apple demonstration to emphasize the concept of soil as a valuable resource.
Purchasing good soil is expensive. Walk students through a math equation to help them understand. Example:
 Julie needs two tractor scoops of soil, delivered to her garden. Each scoop costs $40 and delivery costs
$20 for up to 10 scoops.
 Students may be able to develop the equation themselves: $40x2 + $20 = $100
 Explain that this is enough for one small garden. If a whole community garden needed soil, the cost
would be much greater.
Advanced – Older students can calculate volume to determine how many scoops Julie needs:
 Julie has a garden that is 6m x 3m. She needs 5cm of soil evenly spread across her garden. One scoop
of soil is approximately 0.5m3. Soil is ordered by whole scoops. Each scoop costs $40 and delivery costs
$20 for up to 10 scoops.
 Students may be able to develop the equation themselves: 6m x 3m x .05m = 0.9m3
 This must be rounded up to 1.0m to equal 2 whole scoops. (Better to have too much!)
 $40x2 + $20 = $100
Plants remove nutrients from the soil that need to be replaced each year through soil amendments (discussed
more in the other stations). Soil amendments that add nutrients are called fertilizers. They can be natural, or
they can be chemicals. Natural fertilizer comes from compost. Some students might have compost systems in
their yards; others might have their household green waste picked up and composted at a big facility.
Compost is even more expensive than soil.
But compost can also be made for free! Show diagram of compost layers and explain the “recipe”: the
“ingredients” are “greens” (fresh vegetable scraps, leaves or grass clippings), “browns” (newspaper, straw,
dead leaves), moisture, air and time. Show how air gets in and moisture is controlled (composts need to be
stirred to get air and moisture into the middle).
Have the students brainstorm some examples of greens and browns, or go through a bin of examples,
including what does not work well in a backyard compost system (meats, grains, dairy, oils). The thermometer
lets us monitor the composting process, as the compost will get hot when it’s working properly, and then cool
down when it’s done. The final product is compost, which is like a super-rich soil full of nutrients that are easy
for the plants to access. If a sample is available, have students feel and smell the compost.
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Activity 3: Caring for Soil
Workshop Three: You Say Dirt, I Say Soil
TIME 15-20 minutes
MATERIALS
Garden hand tools for weeding
Optional: Gloves
Wheelbarrows or bins for weeds
Samples of common weeds (try to find real ones using Fig. 4 as a reference)
Soil amendments (compost, manure, kelp; high quality soil mix; sand, rock dust)
DISCUSSION
Students will be weeding first, and then amending the soil with compost.



What are weeds? Any plant that you did not plant and don’t want growing in your garden.
What are invasive plants? Plants that are not native to the area and that spread rapidly, taking over native
areas.
o Why are invasive plants a problem? They choke out native plants, spread rapidly, damage crops,
increase soil erosion, increase sedimentation of our waterways, etc.

Show students some examples of invasive plants so they know what to look for (Fig. 4).
NAME

IMAGE

Periwinkle

Japanese
Knotweed

Lamiastrum

Creeping
Buttercup

Morning Glory

Figure 4: Common Garden Weeds in BC
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NAME

IMAGE





Explain how to use tools properly explain that tool use is a privilege and that tools are expensive to replace
Have students remove weeds in garden plot
If space is not yet planted, loosen topsoil, being careful not to go deeper than 12 cm (5”)

Add appropriate soil amendments, sprinkled on top of soil (or mixed in if area has not yet been planted).
Review what each amendment is doing for the soil, in particular the compost adding organic material which
equals nutrients

CONCLUSION
5 minutes
After students visit all 3 stations, form one large group again. Quickly review the main concepts discussed at
each station. Ask the student’s what their favourite was. Discuss what is going to happen in the coming few
weeks/months. In the next workshop, students will be planting gardens.
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Workshop Three – Station 1: Sensory Wake-up & Soil Scientists
STUDENT HANDOUT

Nature’s Classroom

NAME: ___________________________________

Evaluate Your Topsoil
What do you observe?

What does this mean?

What would help plants
grow well?

Ex: colour, components

Ex: texture, squeezing

Ex: comparisons

Nitrogen (N)
Phosphorous (P)
Potassium (K)

Adapted from: “Get Growing! Activities For Food and Garden Learning” Edited by: Jolie Mayer-Smith and Linda Peterat.
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Workshop Three – Station 1: Sensory Wake-up & Soil Scientists

Nature’s Classroom

Soil Scientists
Colour
The darker and browner the colour of your soil the more organic matter it contains. Most vegetables grow
well in soil that is high in organic matter.
 Reddish Brown – the soil has adequate air and good drainage.
 Grayish or Blue-Green – the soil is continuously wet and may have a high clay content. That’s not good
for most garden plants so you’ll need to add some sand for better drainage.
 Yellowish – the soil is imperfectly drained.
 Mottling or streaking – a sign of seasonal or periodic drainage problems.
Texture
How soil feels when you hold it in your hand. Soil should feel loose and spongy and crumble easily in your
hand.
 If soil stays balled then it is too wet or too clay-y and you’ll need to add some sand for drainage.
 If it feels porous like beach sand then you’ll need to add more organic matter.
 If it feels sticky like modeling clay then you’ll need to add both organic matter and sand.
Smell
Healthy soil has a rich earthy smell. It doesn’t stink.
 If it smells bad then it usually means that the soil in not getting enough air and/or that the water is not
draining. Adding some sand will help.
Soil Nutrients
The balance of nitrogen, phosphorous, and potassium is essential for strong healthy plants.
 Low nitrogen needs blood meal, or fish meal. A cover crop of legumes (beans) can be grown in the fall
and mixed into the soil.
 Low phosphorous needs bone meal, compost, or wood ash.
 Low potassium needs manure, compost, rock dust, or wood ash
Optional: Soil pH
Most plants like a neutral to slightly acidic soil so a pH range of 6 to 7.5 is ideal.
 Alkaline soils (pH higher than 7.5) need added Brown materials (bark, shredded leaves, aged manure,
compost)
 Acidic soils (pH lower than 6) need bone meal, wood ash, or lime.
Adapted from: “Get Growing! Activities For Food and Garden Learning” Edited by: Jolie Mayer-Smith and Linda Peterat.
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Workshop Four: Pollination
TOTAL TIME 90 minutes
OBJECTIVES
 To explain the role of pollination and its role in plant reproduction
 To identify pollinators and the role of insects
RESOURCES
 Flower Parts and Pollination
 Pollinator Observation Record
SETUP
This workshop has three stations, so three station leaders are required. If there is only one leader available the
entire class can go through each station together. If time permits, the optional activity, “Watering”, is an
important practice for the students to learn.
After learning about native bees, older students may be challenged with the “Advanced” addition to Activity
3, making a mason bee house to take home or install at the garden.
INTRODUCTION
5 minutes
Outline expectations for using the garden (respect for materials and other people).
Today’s activities:
 Activity 1: Pollination Explained
 Activity 2: Pollinator Hunt
 Activity 3a: Our Native Bees
 Advanced –
Activity 3b: Making a Mason Bee House
 Optional Activity: Watering
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25 minutes
25 minutes
10-25 minutes
15 minutes
5-10 minutes

Activity 1: Pollination Explained
Workshop Four: Pollination
TIME 25 minutes
MATERIALS
Plant parts diagram (Fig. 3)
Flowers for dissection (daffodils, tulips, nasturtiums)
Optional Handout: “Flower Parts and Pollination”
Optional: “A Plant Story” (see Workshop One resources)
DISCUSSION
Flowers come in all shapes and sizes. Ask students why plants have flowers. (For reproduction.)
Flowers have female parts that contain the ovules (eggs) and male parts that contain the pollen (sperm). Some
kinds of flowers have both, and some have one or the other.
For reproduction to occur the pollen must be transferred from the male part of the flower to the female part
through a process called “pollination”.
Tell students that we are going to learn about the parts of a flower but not all types of flowers have the same
parts. Show students a daffodil and tell them it has male and female parts so it is called a perfect flower, some
plants like kiwis have male and female flowers on different plants; these are called imperfect flowers. Ask
students what will happen if you have only male plants in your garden? (No kiwis!)



Stamen – situated around the pistil, the stamens are the male parts of plant; they are covered in the
flower’s own pollen. Mnemonic: stamen = male
Pistil – long central stem of a flower, which is the female part of plant with a sticky end that catches
the pollen grains. Mnemonic: pistil = lady = female

Ask if anyone can tell the definition of the word “pollination”. It is the process of pollen moving from the male
part of the flower to the female part of the flower. This commonly happens by insects, wind, rain, or even
human assistance. But this is only the first step in making a new plant. After pollination, fertilization occurs
and eventually a new seed is made.
Ask what the result of pollination is. Students often struggle with this concept. The result of pollination is that
the flower develops into fruit or seeds. Give the students examples of fruits that the flowers around them will
turn into (edible fruits such as beans or tomatoes; seed pods on flowers).
Discuss the pollination process:
 Stamen – situated around the pistil, these are the male parts of plant; they produce the pollen
 Petals – these protect the delicate parts of the flower, and attract pollinators, such as a bee, that will
land on a plant so that pollen from the stamen will stick to the pollinator’s body
 Pistil – the long central stem inside a flower, this is the female part of plant with a sticky end that
catches the pollen grains off the pollinator
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Ovary – the pollen will travel down the inside of the pistil to the ovary where it can develop into seeds;
this is fertilization

Pollinators, such as bees and butterflies are attracted to the flower of a plant. Toxic chemicals on plants can be
harmful to insects, and without insects most pollination cannot happen!
Show students the flower parts poster. Give each student a flower (nasturtiums work well) and ask them to
locate the stigma on their flowers. Ask them if it is sticky, flat, feathery, or folded. Ask what might be the
reason for the stigma to be sticky? (To trap pollen.)
Tell students to locate the stamen (male part). You can show older students that it is made up of two parts the
anther and the filament. Have students touch the anther and feel the pollen grains. Ask students why the
anther is held up by the filament? Ask students again how the pollen gets from the anther to the pistil (female
part)? (Pollinators.)
If enough flowers are available, gently tear the flowers in half so that the students can see the ovary. Have
students trace the path of the pollen from the anther to the ovules.
Advanced – Note that not all plants reproduce via flowers. There are plants that produce their seeds in
cones (such as pines, firs, and other conifers) instead of in flowers. The cones on these plants go
through a similar pollination and fertilization process to produce their seeds.
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Activity 2: Pollinator Hunt
Workshop Four: Pollination
Adapted from: “Get Growing! Activities for Food and Garden Learning”, Edited by Jolie Mayer-Smith and Linda Peterat.

TIME 25 minutes
MATERIALS
Handout: “Pollinator Observation Record”
Clipboards
Pencils
DISCUSSION
A pollinator hunt will be most successful if the weather is dry and warm and if there are flowering plants to
watch. If the weather is wet and cold, consider a short hunt (wind and rain are both pollinators!) followed by
some time to research other pollinators.



Ask students for the definition of a pollinator? An agent that transfers pollen from one flower to another.
It doesn’t even have to be alive!
Ask students what agents are considered pollinators? Bees, ants, butterflies, birds, bats, mice, wind. In
Canada there are over 1000 different animals that are pollinators.

In the last few years scientists have noticed that honey bees are dying at an alarming rate. Can anyone guess
why this is happening? There are many factors but the most damaging seems to be “insecticides” sprayed on
crops to kill damaging insects, but which also harm bees.
Many gardeners and crop producers bring in honey bees to help their crops grow. On almond tree farms there
are 750 times more almonds produced when honey bees are used to pollinate than when wind is relied on for
pollination.
Wild bees pollinate billions of dollars’ worth of crops each year. Bees are responsible for 1 out of every 3 bites
of feed you eat!
Discuss other pollinators: butterflies, hummingbirds, wind, and to a lesser degree: beetles, flies, wasps, and
any other insect that goes to flowers to collect nectar.
With a partner, you will go on a Pollinator Hunt around the garden. Remind students to be very quiet while
they are looking for pollinators, show them the handout and explain the sections. In good weather, allow 15 –
20 minutes to look for pollinators.
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Activity 3a: Our Native Bees
Workshop Four: Pollination
TIME 20 minutes
MATERIALS
Sheet of paper for each student (or back of a handout)
Pencils
Box of markers or pencil crayons
Photos of native bees (bumblebee, mason bee, leafcutter bee, mining bee, green metallic
bee, etc.)
DISCUSSION
There are hundreds of kinds of bees that live wild here, our native bees. Though we usually think of
honeybees, many of our native bees look and behave very differently than what we are used to.
Show examples of our native bees, and tell a little bit about each (ex: what kind of nest it makes):
 Ex: Mason bee – Ex: Looks like an iridescent fly. They don’t have a queen; each female makes a nest out of
mud. They don’t sting, or make honey. But the mason bee is our best pollinator – 65 times better than
honeybees.
 Other native bees include: Leafcutter bee, Mining bee, Bumblebee
Have them set divide their paper into four horizontal sections, numbered from top down 1-4. We are going to
work backwards from the bottom, with section #4:
 Section #4: Label it “Fruits and Seeds”. What is a fruit? The part of the plant that contains seeds.
Brainstorm and draw fruits and seeds, including things we call vegetables that are actually fruits.


Section #3: Tell them we’re moving back in time. What came before the fruit? Have them write “Flowers”
and draw examples. Advanced – If you know what the flowers look like for their fruits, that’s even better.



Section #2: What turns the flowers into fruits ? “Pollinators”: Have the students draw examples,
particularly the native bees, but also other animals and insects (butterflies, hummingbirds), plus wind.



Section #1: What helps our native bees? “Habitat”. Discuss the kinds of things all forms of life need:
o Bees’ food comes from the nectar of flowers. Advanced – Especially native flowers (flowering
currants, Oregon grape, yarrow, crab apple) but some weeds are great too (dandelions).
o Different bees need additional elements to their habitat for making their shelters, ex: mud for
mason bees, leaves for leafcutter bees, undisturbed soil for ground-nesting bees.
o All living things need water.
o Discuss what we wouldn’t want in our habitat: insecticides.



Remind students of the connections here. Good bee habitat will mean more pollinators: draw an arrow
from “Habitat” to “Pollinators”. Pollinators will visit flowers: draw an arrow from “Pollinators” to
“Flowers”. Pollinated flowers turn into fruits and seeds: draw an arrow from “Pollinators” to “Fruits and
Seeds”.
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Advanced –
Activity 3b: Making a Mason Bee House
Workshop Four: Pollination
TIME 15 minutes
MATERIALS
Picture of mason bee
Poster of mason bee lifecycle
https://www.westcoastseeds.com/products/mason-bee-lifecycle-poster
Craft paper cut into 30 cm (12”) squares, about 5 per student
Very small elastic bands or tape
Regular elastics
Long pencils or 30 cm (12”)-long dowels the same thickness as a pencil (¼”)
Optional: Empty soup cans, or water bottles or pop bottles with an end cut off
Optional: Mason Bee information pamphlet (PDF available from LEPS)
DISCUSSION
After the introduction to native bees (above), older students can make a mason bee house to take
home. The best time of year to do this is the winter, as mason bees are most active in the very early
spring.
Show the picture of a mason bee. Mason bees are 65x more efficient than honeybees (mostly due to
hairiness, high bloom visitation rates even in bad weather). Unlike honeybees, the mason bee is native
on the west coast. They are one of early pollinators, appearing with the first blooms in spring. Risks to
mason bees include parasitic mites (a different species than those affecting honey bees) and
pesticides.
You can make a mason bee house, just like a birdhouse, to encourage mason bees in your yard. If you
have a vegetable garden they can even help things grow. (Good opportunity to review why – because
many fruits/vegetables need pollination to grow, such as tomatoes.) Mason bees are non-aggressive
and don’t sting. They are a solitary, non-social bee; don’t build communal hives but nest closer
together. They do not have a queen and instead each female lays her own eggs. So what we’re building
is more like a bee apartment house, with lots of little homes for many bees. (Since they don’t live in a
hive, do the students guess mason bees make honey? No!)
General life cycle & needs (using poster of mason bee lifecycle):
 Early spring: want dry holes or crevices for laying eggs, 10-15cm deep, about 8mm across.
 We’ll be making tubes out of craft paper.
 Females lay eggs in holes one-by-one, sealed in with mud.
 Need a source of damp soil for making mud.
 Adults die off by June.
 Larvae stay in compartments, feed on nectar and pollen, then spin cocoons and sleep while they
continue growing into adults all summer, fall and winter.
 In early spring (first warm days), they emerge and start process again.
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We’ll be making our own mason bee houses out of paper tubes bundled together to keep in a
container:
1. Pass out about 5 pieces of craft paper to each student.
2. Give each student a dowel or pencil and demonstrate how to roll the paper up around the
dowel, leaving a bit of the dowel exposed to be able to remove it after it’s rolled. This might be
easiest going diagonally.
3. Have the students fold each roll in half and place a small elastic (or piece of tape) around it
lightly.
4. Once they have rolled all their squares, demonstrate how to bundle them together and hold
lightly with a regular elastic. You don’t want to crush the tubes.
If you have soup cans or pop bottles ready, the prepared tubes can be gently stuffed inside and any
tube sticking out can be trimmed off so they will be kept dry. The mason bee house needs to be
mounted in a sunny location at about eye-level (kids’ to adults’) and sheltered from the rain. It can be
decorated with colourful paint, paper, etc. to increase visibility for the bees. The bees will need earlyflowering food, the best of these being native flowering plants. Students can ask for advice from a
nursery.
Houses can be left outside over the winter (while the baby bees are developing), or taken down and
stored in an unheated area from November to March.
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Optional Activity: Watering
Workshop Four: Pollination
TIME 5-10 minutes
MATERIALS
Watering cans or hoses with nozzles
Gloves
Hand tools
DISCUSSION
Discuss the role of water: Water is essential to plants and animals. Plants are made of 70 to 90% water and
need water at all stages of their lifecycle.
Watering is not as simple as it sounds – plants need just the right amount of water, and not too much or too
little. Demonstrate how students can check whether a plant needs watering by sticking their finger in the soil
up to the second knuckle. If it is dry at that level, it’s time to water.







Watering should be done gently (illustrated by the many small holes on a watering can or hose nozzle)
to avoid damaging the plant
Generally we want to avoid watering leaves as this can cause sunburns
Watering should be done at the base of the plant but also about a 30cm radius around a mature plant
to encourage spreading of roots
Giving large amounts of water less frequently (instead of small amounts every day) will also encourage
deep roots
Avoid watering unplanted areas (ex: pathways) unnecessarily as it will only encourage weeds
Water can also be a means of getting extra nutrients to a plant; you can discuss liquid fertilizers such as
compost tea or the runoff from a worm composting bin

You can also discuss watering, weeding, thinning, and mulching. Break students up into small groups and
assign them a specific task and a different area of the garden (garden plots, green house, etc.).
Check on garden plots and greenhouse plants if applicable.

CONCLUSION
5 minutes
After students visit all 3 stations, form one large group again. Quickly review the main concepts discussed at
each station. Ask the student’s what their favourite was. Discuss what is going to happen in the coming few
weeks/months.
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Workshop Four – Activity 2: Flower Dissection
STUDENT HANDOUT

Nature’s Classroom
NAME: ___________________________________

Flower Parts and Pollination
LABEL the different parts of a flower on the diagram below using the following words: petals, stamen, pistil,
and stem. Color the petals red, the stem green, and the top of the stamen yellow. Your teacher may also ask
you to label the anther and ovary (grey arrows).

FILL IN THE BLANKS:
1. What is the primary function of the petals? ____________________________________________________
2. For plants to make seeds, the pollen from the __________________________ of one flower needs to reach
the __________________________ of another flower.
3. A variety of things carry pollen from one flower to another and are called ___________________________.
4. Name at least four living things that might be pollinators:
__________________________________________________________________________________________
Adapted from: http://www.scribd.com/doc/302017/Flower-Worksheet
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Workshop Four – Activity 3: Pollinator Hunt
STUDENT HANDOUT

Nature’s Classroom
NAME: ___________________________________

Pollinator Observation Record
Name of
pollinator
Or draw a
picture

What is it doing? Type of plant
Flower shape
Tree blossom,
Draw a picture
Where is it on
vegetable
the flower?
flower, a weed?

Flower Does it have
colour a scent?
Describe the
scent

Adapted from: “Get Growing! Activities For Food and Garden Learning” Edited by: Jolie Mayer-Smith and Linda Peterat.
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Workshop Five: The Food System
TOTAL TIME 90 minutes
OBJECTIVES
 To understand the concept of a “food system”
 To learn what foods can be produced locally
 To learn about food miles and means of transportation
 To investigate the resources involved in food production and consumption
 To consider which factors can affect the environmental impact of food products
 To meet and converse with someone who produces local food
RESOURCES
 The Tomato Story
SETUP
This workshop can be used instead of Workshop Four: Pollinators, during colder and wetter months when
pollinators may be hard to find, or it can replace any other workshop where the students are already familiar
with that material. Or this workshop can be used in addition to the other five, and will compliment all the
others well.
The second station has a version for younger students, and another for older students (Activity 2a and
“Advanced” Activity 2b).
A guest speaker from the local food industry is a great asset to this workshop. Students should take some time
ahead of the workshop to brainstorm questions for the speaker (suggested topics: about their production
practices, inputs required, business practices, what they value, why they do it, etc.). Some professions to
consider include: small organic farmer, mixed-use farmer (i.e. multiple types of plants and animals), farm
worker, new farmer, food business owner (look at farmers’ market vendors), chef who uses local ingredients,
etc. A local food directory (ex: “Farm Fresh Reference Guide”) is a great place to find contact information for
local farmers. Give preference to people who have made or are making a career out of this profession, rather
than a hobby or retirement project.
Depending on your guest speaker, you may want to take the whole class through the stations together, or
divide the class into three groups and let the guest speaker interact with just one group at a time.
INTRODUCTION
10 minutes
The food system is the term for all the people, resources and activities involved in producing food and getting
it to your plate. Food systems look different in different places (you can brainstorm some, for example: a
remote northern Canadian town that can’t produce much food but which only has one highway in; a rural
town in a country where people grow much of their own food but don’t have money for processed foods;
etc.). Our current food system involves shipping food in from all over the world. This means we can get a
wider variety of foods and they’re often cheaper because they come from the place that will sell them for the
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lowest price. But there are some disadvantages. Local food is food that was produced on farms in our
community, or in our own yards. Refer to “Nine Reasons to Eat Local Food”.

Activities:
 Activity 1: Around the World
 Activity 2a: A Day in the Life of a Tomato
 Advanced –
Activity 2b: The Food System
 Activity 3a: Meet a Farmer
 Activity 3b: What Do We Grow?

20 minutes
20 minutes
25 minutes
20 minutes
10-20 minutes
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Activity 1: Around the World
Workshop Five: The Food System
TIME 20 minutes
MATERIALS
Map of the world with scale (or globe)
Rulers or meter stick
Selection of fruits or vegetables with labels indicating sources from around the world (should
include foods that can be produced in BC but were not, such as apples or garlic, and can also
include a mix of familiar foods and ones that may be new and interesting)
Paper and pencil
Optional: Calculator
Optional: Local food directory (ex: “Farm Fresh Reference Guide” www.bcfarmfresh.com)
DISCUSSION
Introduce students to the map and its functions. Make sure they know where they are on the map. Discuss the
scale and the challenge of accurate measurements on a two dimensional representation of a three
dimensional shape. We’ll be approximating.
Go through each item in turn:
 Have the students find and read the label. Find that country.
o Advanced – Discuss the country: which continent it is in, its climate, whether anyone in the
class has personal connections to it, etc.
 Measure the distance between that location and our specific location in BC.
 Use the paper and pencil (and calculator if needed) to determine the distance in kilometers. Record it.
 Discuss the means of transportation that might be used to cross that distance:
o Over land: trucks and trains
o Over water: cargo ships
o Over any large distance with a very perishable product (ex: fresh fruits & vegetables, dairy): plane
 Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of each means of transportation:
o Cargo ships are the most efficient (10-40g of CO2 emitted per tonne of freight per km)
o Planes are the least efficient, using up to 50 times the emissions of ships (500+g, of CO 2 per tonne
of freight per km), and the carbon emitted also causes multiplied damage because it is released
directly into the high atmosphere
o Trains are generally more efficient than trucks for crossing land (trains: 30-100g of CO2 per tonne of
freight per km, trucks: 60-150g)
o Source: timeforchange.org
o Since everything eventually gets transported by road (from the port to the grocery store, from the
store to home), road travel actually adds up to be the biggest portion of food transportation
emissions
 Discuss the effects of this long-distance travel: All these means of transportation require the burning of
fossil fuels, which create pollution, which contributes to poor air quality and climate change. Also:
o Trucks make roads more dangerous for passenger vehicles.
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o Cargo ships can cause introduction of invasive species because they take water into tanks in one
port when they don’t have cargo, and let it back out when they get cargo in another port, sucking
up and moving invasive species such as zebra mussels in the process.
Could that food have been grown here? Do we have the kind of climate it needs, here in BC? For example,
most cheap garlic is grown in China; we import many apples even farther from New Zealand; even kiwis,
which usually come from Italy or New Zealand, grow well in the Fraser Valley’s climate!
o Remember that we have a wide range of climates from dry and hot (Okanagan) to mild and wet
(Lower Mainland).
o Optional: Use the local food directory (ex: “Farm Fresh Reference Guide”) to have students look up
each food. Is there a local farmer who produces it?

Determine which item traveled the farthest. Review how far items traveled which could have grown here. You
can also discuss choices that students could make to reduce their food miles, such as seeing exotic fruits like
bananas as a special treat.
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Activity 2a: A Day in the Life of a Tomato
Workshop Five: The Food System
TIME 20 minutes
MATERIALS
Markers and chart paper or poster board, or individual sheets, or a prepared poster with
images representing the elements of the food system prepared with velcro
Optional resource: “The Tomato Story”
Further reading on food waste: see Love Food Hate Waste campaign
DISCUSSION
Store-bought food travels step-by-step to get to our plate. When we consider all of the steps it takes to get
each plant or animal grown, harvested, processed, transported, packaged, sold, and onto our table, we are
talking about the “food system”. Our food system is becoming increasingly globalized.
Narrate the process of a tomato traveling from Mexico to reach our plates. (Optional for younger students:
Read out “The Tomato Story”, told from the perspective of the tomato.) Draw, have the students draw, or
have the students assemble a prepared poster, to illustrate what is being described in the story, preferably in
a circular design. Focus on the people, processes, and resources involved, including fossil fuels.
Stages of the food system you can consider are:
1. Production: A tomato picked in Mexico will be picked green (likely by underpaid workers) and artificially
ripened en route. Also consider discussing what is required to grow it with conventional practices, i.e.
water, labour, fossil fuels (agriculture contributes 10.2% of Canada’s greenhouse gasses), chemicals.
2. Transportation: Perishable products are generally transported by plane or truck. By picking the tomatoes
unripe they can be transported by truck, which emits less GHGs, but still pollutes for up to a week of
driving.
3. Processing: Washing, packaging, etc. (for processed foods would include cooking, mixing, drying, etc.).
Consider the waste that happens here when produce doesn’t meet grocery store standards, even due to
being too large (tonnes of waste each day from each processing warehouse, one fifth of all food waste).
4. Sale: The tomato reaches the grocery store. Waste also happens here when produce has been damaged.
5. Consumption: Let students discuss their favorite food that has tomatoes. A tomato that has been
artificially ripened and traveled this far will not taste as good or be as nutritious. Note that after all the
human effort and fossil fuels that have gone into that tomato to this point, one third of all food produced
is wasted, and half of that happens in the home – more than all the other waste that we’ve discussed
combined.
6. Outputs: What is left over after it has been eaten, i.e. compostable scraps, packaging. (Refer back to the
soil workshops.) Can the compost be used to grow more tomatoes in Mexico? Not practically.
At the end, review the problems with this system, and discuss what could be done differently. For tomatoes
that are grown locally: workers have rights and we can trust our own regulations on food safety; travel
distance is much shorter which means tomatoes don’t need to be ripened artificially; also means less damage
and waste; sales can be direct (opportunity to meet and ask questions of the farmer); fresher and naturally
ripened produce will be healthier and tastier; and the compost produced can be used to grow more tomatoes.
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Advanced –
Activity 2b: The Food System
Workshop Five: The Food System
TIME 25 minutes
MATERIALS
Clean containers from four or five very different processed foods (ex: organic yogurt,
single-serving cheeses, Kraft Dinner, chocolate pudding, crackers); try to pick foods that
say “product of” OR cut-outs from grocery store flyers
Resource: “The Food System” diagram
Markers
DISCUSSION
Have students choose an item as a group. They will be following this item through the “food system”
and receiving stars for how well it does.
Discuss the factors involved along the way. A student can record notes on the diagram.
1. Ingredients: Have a student find these and read them out. Draw stars (or put star stickers) on the
diagram related to how easy it is to understand the ingredients – zero stars for having no idea what
is in it, four for being very simple.
2. Production: How was this food grown? Remember that even high-fructose corn syrup comes from
a farm first. You can even delve into the inputs for animal ingredients such as water and feed
(grain, which itself comes from farms). All industrial farms use fossil fuels; small organic farms will
use less because they use more hand labour. Non-organic farms also use chemical fertilizers and
pesticides. (Non-farm ingredients can wait until the next stage.) Assign between zero and four stars
based on the environmental impact of producing this food.
3. Processing: What does it take to turn those farm ingredients into the product you see on store
shelves? Where is this done? Highly processed foods usually involve chemical refining in factories.
Discuss packaging and the inputs and processes for it. Assign stars based on how likely it is that this
food and its packaging could be produced in a home kitchen. Focus on the product at hand, but
remember that cheese, yogurt, and even pasta are all things that can be made in a home kitchen.
4. Distribution: How did this food get to where we can buy it? First students will have to find a
“Product of” label; many foods don’t have this, which indicates it was produced somewhere in
Canada, probably in Ontario, but may be “assembled” from foreign ingredients. Recall discussions
from the food miles activity above. Remember that highly perishable foods from far away likely
traveled by highly-polluting planes (ex: dairy products from France), while non-perishable products
can take slow, fuel-efficient methods, and local foods may have hardly traveled at all. Assign stars
based on the pollution created by transporting this food.
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5. Accessibility: Our item is finally in the store; how easy is it to get? Consider both cost and
availability. Is this a food that you’re likely to buy if you’re short on money? Some items can only be
found at high-end grocery stores. Assign stars based on how easy it is to get this food. This is a step
where foods like cheap snacks might get surprise stars where they score low everywhere else!
6. Consumption: How healthy is this food? Have students find the nutrition label and read some key
items. We suggest focussing on vitamin content (just reading out the list of percentages), percent
of daily sodium, and percent of daily sugar, as key fields for processed foods. Assign stars based on
how healthy it is for you. (Should you eat this every day?)
7. Outputs: What is left over after eating the food? (Scraps and packaging.) What can we do with the
packaging? 100% compostable would be worth four stars; 100% garbage (ex: packets with mixed
foil and plastic) are worth none. Some packaging is reusable (ex: dishwasher-safe yogurt
containers). Assign stars based on what will happen to the outputs.
Tally stars and talk about how this food could be improved – ex: been produced organically, traveled
less distance, been more affordable.
Talk about some themes – ex: almost all the ingredients started with plants, though some were then
eaten by animals and others were processed into refined ingredients; all food required fossil fuel use,
sometimes at several stages.
Optional: Have students brainstorm a food that would have scored highly in every category. Ex:
backyard eggs from chickens fed on kitchen scraps.
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Activity 3a: Meet a Farmer
Workshop Five: The Food System
TIME 20 minutes, or variable
MATERIALS
Guest speaker
Prepared questions for the guest speaker
Optional: Slide show or video
Optional: Samples (purchased or donated from the guest)
DISCUSSION
Introduce your guest speaker. Give them at least 15 minutes to talk about their work, how they got into the
field, what they enjoy about it, what makes working in your region challenging or easier, etc. Photos and
videos are great if available, even if they are generic to the type of work your guest does. Leave time for
students to ask questions and maybe sample something from the guest.
OR
Let the guest lead a workshop on a topic of their interest for the available length of time.
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Activity 3b: What Do We Grow?
Workshop Five: The Food System
TIME 10-20 minutes
MATERIALS
“Farm Fresh Reference Guide” (paper copies available for free – www.bcfarmfresh.com) or a
similar local food directory
Paper and pencils
Optional: Materials for colouring
Advanced: Computers, library, or seed catalogues for research
DISCUSSION
Students will use a local food directory to explore the food and farm products available from within their
community. Outdated directories are fine.
Pair students and give each pair a copy of the “Farm Fresh Reference Guide”. They will be looking through the
guide to find what products are available locally. With this information they can either:
 Find a product for each letter of the alphabet (some letters like X will require creativity)
 OR Make an acrostic poem of their own name, or the name of your town, region or province
This guide has an easy alphabetical index, but this can be done in any guide that lists each farm’s products.
Students can draw each product, confirming that they understand what it is. This is a great opportunity to
learn about unusual farm products, such as alpaca wool and meat, celeriac, duck eggs, hay, horseradish, etc.
Advanced – Have student each choose a farm product they aren’t familiar with and research a couple
useful facts about it. They should be able to describe the item, explain how it is commonly prepared,
and identify a local farm or municipality where it is produced. If time permits, they can find out what
differences or advantages it has over similar, more familiar products. (Ex: radicchio vs. lettuce – Is it
easier to grow? more nutritious?)

CONCLUSION
5 minutes
Form one large group again. Quickly review the main concepts discussed at each station. Ask the students
what their favourite was. In the next workshop, which is the final one, students will be playing a review game,
and harvesting if the plants are ready.
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Workshop Five – Introduction: The Food System

Nature’s Classroom

Nine Reasons to Eat Local Food
1. Local Food Is Better For You: Fresh produce often loses nutrients quickly. Food that is frozen or canned
soon after harvest is actually more nutritious than some “fresh” produce that has been on the truck or
supermarket shelf for a week. Local food is crisp, sweet, packed with flavour, and is usually sold within 24
hours of harvesting. After one week post-harvest, sugars turn to starch, plant cells shrink, and produce
loses its vitality.
2. Local Food Preserves Genetic Diversity: In the industrial agricultural system, varieties are chosen for their
ability to have a long shelf life. Only a handful of varieties of each fruit and vegetable meet this demand, so
there is little genetic diversity in the plants grown. This leaves our food supply vulnerable to disease or
disaster. Smaller local farms grow a huge number of varieties to provide a long season of harvest, an array
of eye-catching colors, and the best flavours.
3. Local Food Supports Local Families: Wholesale prices that farmers might get for their products are usually
very low, and sometimes not more than the price of producing them. Local farmers who sell directly to
consumers can get full retail price for their food, which helps keep farming affordable.
4. Local Food Builds Community: When you buy direct from the farmer, you are engaging in a connection
between eater and grower as well as supporting a local business. Knowing who grows your food is an
opportunity to lean how your food is produced and have your questions answered. This practice of sharing
and transparency can build trust within the community.
5. Local Food is Responsible to You: Farms in our neighbourhood are regulated by the governments we
elect, from the federal scale down to the municipal. That means we can influence the laws and policies
that affect their practices, from food safety to environmental regulations. We can trust that local farms are
held to our own high standards.
6. Local Food Preserves Open Spaces: When farmers get paid more for their products from nearby shoppers,
they’re less likely to sell farmland for development. When you buy locally-grown food, you are doing
something proactive about preserving the agricultural landscape, and the land stewardship practices you
value.
7. Local Food Benefits Wildlife: Good stewards of the land grow leave areas of trees and shrubs, and either
grow cover crops or leave the land fallow in cycles. This prevents erosion and replaces nutrients used by
their crops, all while capturing carbon emissions. The mosaic of fields, meadows, forests, and ponds
provides an optimal environment for the use of many wildlife species.
8. Local Food Helps Protect the Planet: On average our food travels over 2400 kilometers from farm to plate.
This requires fossil-fuel inputs from travel, refrigeration and processing. Purchasing locally-grown food is a
simple way to make a lighter carbon footprint.
9. Local Food is About the Future: By supporting local farmers today, you can help ensure that there will be
farms in your community tomorrow, and that future generations will have access to an abundance of
nourishing and flavourful food.
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Workshop Five – Activity 2a: The Food System

Nature’s Classroom

The Tomato Story
Where does our food come from?
So, you want to know where tomatoes come from? Whoa! Let me tell you… I’ve just travelled ALL the way
from Mexico. What a LONG journey! I had no idea it would take me this long. Phew…
It all started last Thursday morning when I was rudely awoken by a rough hand yanking on my vine. What a
lousy way to wake up! It was WAY too early – I wasn’t ready to be picked! I
was still green.
Oh man, I was not happy! The person picking me must have sensed it because
he leaned over and apologized as he tore me from my vine.
He said that it wasn’t his choice to pick me. He was paid poorly but he needed
the work, and he was just following the orders of the big farm company. It’s
not like his life was a bed of roses!
The next thing he had to do was to toss me in a bin and spray me with
chemicals. YUCK! That’s not the kind of shower I was hoping for on a
Thursday morning!
I was told the chemicals would keep me fresh for the ride to Canada. Whatever! It only made me feel toxic and
sticky.
They put us on a truck, one of those big-rigs; and we were off on our way here. Do you know how long it takes
to drive from California to Canada? WAY too long! The trip was exhausting. And boring! Just highway,
highway, and more highway. Nothing but concrete and car fumes!
And that bin! That bin was crammed full of other grumpy tomatoes. Some of my friends got bruised all over.
We thumped all the way to a processing plant. At the plant they dumped us out on a table and pushed us
around. Some of my friends were taken away for being bruised (so not their fault!), or just a little small, or
even not round enough. The nerve! But I got a sticker slapped on my face and was shoved into another box.
Off we went to be sold in a big place with bright glaring lights. Sometimes people picked us up, looked us over
and put us back. How humiliating! But the worst part was, nobody asked us our story, like they didn’t even
care. It took days for someone to take me home. I sure hope they appreciate me here!
The worst part is that I made it all the way here to find out … you already have tomatoes! You can grow them
right outside your door! So I don’t even know why I’m here. It just doesn’t make sense!
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Nature’s Classroom
Workshop Five – Activity 2b: The Food System

The Food System
Figure 5: The Food System
Source: “Get Growing! Activities For Food and Garden Learning” Edited by: Jolie Mayer-Smith and Linda Peterat.
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Workshop Six: A Harvest Celebration
TOTAL TIME 90 minutes
OBJECTIVES
 To review the concepts presented in the previous workshops
 To learn about and remove invasive garden weeds
 To celebrate the harvest
 To foster students’ appreciation for food
 To learn about the value of buying locally sourced, in-season produce
 To learn about social responsibility by donating a portion of the harvest to the local Food Bank
RESOURCES
 Radical Rhubarb Parfait
 Delightful Dip with Fresh Vegetables
SETUP
Workshop requires a lot of setup and extra supervisors to assist with game and food service. Food need to be
purchased and prepared (except what work students will be doing), and a board set up for the review game
(see instructions). The more adults you have to help this day, the better.
INTRODUCTION
5 minutes
Talk about the growing season, discuss factors that have affected growing either negatively or positively, such
as amount of sun, average daily temperatures, amount of rain, rabbits.
It is important to mention that growing isn’t over yet, many plants will continue to grow. Establish an adopt-aplant schedule with students so that they can return to monitor plants in the summer.
Today the whole class is moving through all the activities together. It is also the students’ last chance to take
care of their plants:
 Activity 1: Garden Jeopardy
45 minutes
 Activity 2: Repotting Tomato Plants
10 minutes
 Activity 3: Weeding
10 minutes
 Activity 4: Harvest
10 minutes
 Activity 5: Let’s Eat!
20 minutes
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Activity 1: Garden Jeopardy
Workshop Six: A Harvest Celebration
TIME variable; about 45 minutes
MATERIALS
Questions from all of the previous workshops; below some example questions are given
Poster or PowerPoint representation of the game to get students engaged
Points board – written on a whiteboard or poster paper:
Five categories across the top (described below)
A list of points below each category: 200, 400, 600, 800 and 1000
Helper with paper and pen for scorekeeping
Helper to spot the first hand up for each question
3 small pieces of paper and 3 pencils
Activities for winning and losing teams
DISCUSSION
This game reviews all the lessons learned in Nature’s Classroom. Students may get competitive, but the key to
winning is in teamwork. Prepare questions for the class based on the sample questions below, but tailored for
your own class and what you’ve covered. Divide the class into three balanced teams.
The rules of the game:
 Each team must choose a Team Speaker who will be the only person raising their hand. The rest of the
team needs to quickly and quietly discuss each question to inform the Speaker’s answer.
 The first task of the team is to come up with a name. They should practice having the Speaker be the one
to raise their hand.
 Once we start playing, answers MUST be in the form of a question, by starting them with “What is…?” For
example, if the question was, “The weather today,” the answer should be, “What is cloudy?” or “What is
sunny?” All teammates should be helping the Speaker remember to say this.
 When a team gets an answer right, they win the points and then they get “control of the board” which
means they can choose the category and point value for the next question.
 Higher points mean harder questions; easy questions will only get low points.
 When all the points on the board are done, we will be going into “Final Jeopardy”. We’ll explain this later.
(It may become important for students to know that the scores can really turn around at this stage.)
 The first question is not for points, but to determine who has control of the board first. Start with
something you know will be easy. Focus on answering in the correct format.
 You may find that students have to be reminded of the relevant stations – the setting and the props.
 As the game progresses, points that are used should get crossed off the points board until they are all used
up. Give the students a semi-final tally.
 Final Jeopardy: The final question.
o Each team needs a piece of paper and a pencil. They must write their name on it.
o Each team needs to make a wager. This is the amount of points that they will win if the get the
answer right. But if they answer wrong, they will lose this many points. The maximum is all of their
points.
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o They have one minute to write their answers down on the paper. It will be possible that all the
groups get it right, or all get it wrong.
 The outcome gives the final winners.
The winners of the Jeopardy game can be the ones to re-pot the tomato plants, and the two losing teams can
weed. (Many students love weeding and will be thrilled at this outcome.)
o OR The winners serve the food to the other two teams;
o OR The winners get to harvest and prepare vegetables for the sampling, while the losing teams pick up
garbage on the school grounds.
Sample Questions (posed in the form of an answer):
GROWING
200 Where you can find instructions for growing a new
vegetable.
400 On the seed tape, how far apart we glued the
spinach.
600 Why we do not want weeds growing in our garden.
800 One main factor to consider when planning a
garden.
1000 Everything a seed needs, in order to start growing.

What is …?
back of the seed package

PLANTS
200 The part of the seed that protects it.
400 The definition of a fruit.
600 The part of the plant that absorbs nutrients.
800 What the embryo is in the seed.
1000 3 things a leaf takes in to produce food/sugar for the
plant.

What is …?
seed coat
something that has seeds
roots
the baby plant
carbon dioxide, water/H20,
light

POLLINATORS
200 One of our wild bees.

What is …?
bumblebee/mason/mining/
green metallic/leaf cutter
apples/strawberries/pears/
squash/cucumbers/etc.
pollen moved flower to flower
flowers turn into fruit
stamen

400

A food that grows around here that needs
pollination.
600 The process of pollination.
800 This is the result of pollination.
1000 The part of the plant that produces pollen
SOIL
200
400
600
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An example of greens for the compost bin.
An essential ingredient for compost that is added by
the environment.
One of the nutrients we tested for in the soil.

5 centimeters
weeds will compete/fight
space (also accept timing)
water, heat

What is …?
fresh leaves/grass/etc.
water/air/heat
nitrogen/phosphorus/
potassium

800

3 components of healthy soil (not nutrients).

1000 Definition of a soil amendment.

sand, clay, compost/organic
material
repairs/fixes/improves soil

THE FOOD SYSTEM
200 Where the guest farmer buys their eggs.
400 2 fruits or vegetables that are in season here, now.
600 The 3 ways food is transported.
800 The farthest country the fruit came from.
1000 2 steps in food system when pollution may be
created.

What is …?
Langley
Fall: squash/apple/spinach
trucks/planes/trains
China/Vietnam/…
farm machines/ transportation

Optional: STREAMING ALONG
200 Any 2 of the stages of the salmon lifecycle.

What is …?
egg/eyed egg/alevin/fry/smolt
/juvenile/adult/spawner
bugs that are big enough to
see
cloudiness
mayfly/caddisfly/stonefly

400

The definition of macroinvertebrates.

600
800

The definition of turbidity.
A macroinvertebrate that indicates good water
quality.
1000 The 5 species of Pacific Salmon.

pink, chum, sockeye, coho,
chinook

OTHER QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER
Garden Etiquette
One of the rules to follow while visiting the garden.
Plant Parts and Growing
The most important pollinators in the world. (Bees)
The definition of a life cycle. (The progression through a series of differing stages that show how living things
grow, live and die)
What plants need to survive. (Air, water, light, warmth and nutrients)
One part of a seed. (Seed coat, embryo, cotyledon/food source)
How deep should a __ seed be planted in the soil? (Depending on what you planted)
Why bees are very important to farmers. (Pollination)
Advanced – The part of the plant that will become the fruit. (The ovary of the flower)
Advanced – How many leaves a dicot plant has. (2)
Advanced – One benefit and one problem with having dandelions in your garden or farm field. (They provide
food for pollinators / They are edible; As a weed they compete for resources with your crop / They spread)
Soil
Most of the Earth’s surface. (Salt water)
What it means if a substance has a pH of 2. (It’s an acid)
Which is better soil for your garden, light coloured or dark. (Dark – more nutrients)
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Why worms are good for your garden? (Worm poo provides nutrients / Worms aerate the garden / Worms
help to decompose organic material)
What is composting? (A natural process of breaking down organic matter)
What are the types of things you can compost in your back yard? (Vegetable and fruit scraps, coffee grounds,
dry grass clippings, newspapers, etc.)
What should you not compost in your backyard composter? (Animal products, cooked food, pet poo, plants
with diseases)
True or False: Manure can be composted and used on vegetable farms. (True)
Advanced – What pH range most plants prefer. (6-7.5)
Advanced – If the Earth was an apple how much (what fraction) of the Earth’s surface is good topsoil for
growing food. (1/32)
Local Food
True or False: We can grow kiwis in Langley. (True)
Which of these foods cannot be grown in BC: potatoes, garlic, guava, bok choy. (Guava)
Advanced – One way of sourcing local food. (Grow it yourself at home or a community garden / Buy directly
from the farm / Buy at a farmers market)
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Activity 2: Repotting Tomato Plants
Workshop Six: A Harvest Celebration
TIME 10 minutes
MATERIALS
Good quality potting soil
Hand tools
1-2 gallon pots
Stakes and plant ties
Optional: Gloves
DISCUSSION
Students will select the strongest plant and re-pot their tomato plants in larger containers, making sure to be
very careful with the roots of their plants. These larger pots will give the plants more room to grow.
Tomato plants need to be re-potted into larger containers.
 Show students how to pinch off the tomato suckers. Suckers are new shoots that form between the main
stem and the branches. They need to be pinched off so that the plant puts more energy into growing fruit
than into growing leaves
 Gently loosen the soil around the base of the plant and tap upside down while gently holding the stem
until plant comes out. Don’t pull plant out of pot by the stem as it could cause damage.
 Place a wooden stake in the centre of the pot and use ties to secure the stem to the stake. This helps to
keep the plant upright as it grows and support its weight.
 Label their new containers.
Tomato plants may be taken home today and need to be tended carefully. They should receive a small amount
of water every two days – enough to keep the soil moist to the touch, but not soggy. They should stay on a
sunny windowsill for now. When they get bigger they can be transplanted again into a bigger pot, or planted
directly into soil outside if it is warm weather. They will probably need a tomato cage or trellis to support
them.
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Activity 3: Weeding
Workshop Six: A Harvest Celebration
TIME 10 minutes
MATERIALS
Garden tools (trowels, hoes, weeding forks)
DISCUSSSION
Repeat of Workshop Three, Activity 3: Caring for Soil


Hand-weeding is preferable here, as the space is likely already planted, unless there are additional spaces
in the garden that require weeding (ex: pathways, unplanted plots; etc.)



Optional: Remind students how to use tools properly explain that tool use is a privilege and that tools are
expensive to replace

Activity 4: Harvest
Workshop Six: A Harvest Celebration
TIME variable; can be made to fit any timeline
MATERIALS
Garden tools (trowels, pruners)
Baskets or strainers (for carrying produce)
DISCUSSION
Allow students to harvest fresh veggies for eating today (ask them not to sample as they go but to collect food
for the group) and some fresh veggies for the Food Bank donation (if available). Soil can be washed off
vegetables.
Hint: Remind students to walk on paths in garden and not to step on the garden beds. Try to have a small
number of students in the garden at one time.
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Activity 5: Let’s Eat!
Workshop Six: A Harvest Celebration
TIME 20 minutes
MATERIALS
Recipes: “Radical Rhubarb Parfait” and “Delightful Dip with Fresh Vegetables”
Fresh vegetables to supplement harvest (local, in season; may wash and chop ahead of time)
Other ingredients listed in Nature’s Classroom recipes
Optional: Food produced by local companies with local ingredients, ex: Hardbite potato chips
Cutting Boards
Small knives
Plates, cups (reusable dishes, or ask the students to bring their own)
Dishes and utensils for serving
Optional: Materials for taste-testing, such as copies of an evaluation sheet
DISCUSSION
We are going to be sharing a snack of all-local ingredients. Describe the snacks and explain where each
ingredient came from. Optional: Have student evaluate their samples with a taste-testing exercise.
Have students wash their hands. Briefly discuss food safety and knife handling. Divide students into small
groups and have each group perform the following activities:
 Wash veggies
 Chop veggies
 Prepare Nature’s Classroom recipes according to directions
 Serve and eat – allow students time to enjoy and socialize
 Clean up and wash dishes

CONCLUSION: FINAL WRAP-UP

5 minutes

Thank everyone for participating, including teachers, parents, students, and volunteers.
 Consider a prize draw for a set of gardening tools.
 Give final tour of the garden space
 If possible, provide a parting gift of copies of the Nature’s Classroom recipes and coir pots with a seed so
that students can continue to garden at home.
If applicable, remind students that all their hard work they have put into growing their gardens is for a very
good cause and that the rest of the harvest will be donated to the local Food Bank.
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Workshop Six – Activity 5: Let’s Eat!

Nature’s Classroom

Radical Rhubarb Parfait
Ingredients




rhubarb compote (or use fresh seasonal
berries) – see below
plain Mediterranean yogurt
granola

Rhubarb Compote (makes 3 – 4 cups)







6 cups (8 – 10 stalks) fresh local rhubarb
chopped into bite size pieces
3/4 cup local honey OR 1/3 cup cane sugar
zest of half a lemon or orange
1 tsp. vanilla extract
1/2 tsp. cinnamon
1/4 tsp. nutmeg

Put all ingredients in a medium saucepan and add
1/4 cup water. Bring to a boil, then cover pot and
simmer on low heat for 25-30 minutes until desired
thickness is reached.
To Assemble Parfait
Alternate layers of compote (or fresh berries) with
vanilla yogurt until glass is full. Top with granola and
serve immediately.
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Workshop Six – Activity 5: Let’s Eat!

Nature’s Classroom

Delightful Dip with Fresh Vegetables
Ingredients






1 cup plain yogurt
1/4 cup mayonnaise
1-2 tbsp. chopped fresh herbs (parsley,
lemon balm, and/or dill)
1 tsp. crushed garlic (optional)
salt and pepper

Mix all ingredients in a bowl. Refrigerate for at
least 1 hour to allow flavours to mix. Serve with
washed and chopped fresh local vegetables.
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Optional Workshop: Streaming Along
TOTAL TIME 90 minutes
OBJECTIVES
 To highlight the connection between food production and its ecological context.
 To learn about the ways that farmers and gardeners can be stewards of salmon habitat.
 To learn the many indicators of a healthy stream, and the species involved.
INTRODUCTION
This workshop is considered optional in Nature’s Classroom, since it requires specific expertise and equipment,
and it is not a necessary component of a garden education program such as Nature’s Classroom. Facilitating
“Streaming Along” requires access to a salmon-bearing stream, fish collection permits, stream sampling and
water quality data equipment, and specific knowledge of stream ecology.
This workshop was included in the Nature’s Classroom program because the resources were available to
expose students to the larger environmental context of food production impact on watersheds.
Langley Environmental Partners Society (LEPS) has the expertise, permits and equipment to be able to present
this workshop. If you are interested in learning more about the “Streaming Along” workshop, please contact
LEPS or the Pacific Streamkeepers Federation to connect with the stream stewardship experts in your area:
www.pskf.ca.
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Appendix
Optional Activities
Sometimes a station is completed faster than expected. These activities are an easy and fun way to help
students engage with the garden environment while you wait for other groups to be ready. Keep the materials
on hand each week of Nature’s Classroom – just in case.

RAINBOW CHIPS
Source: “Get Outdoors: An Educator’s Guide to Outdoor Classrooms” Written and compiled by Sue Staniforth, pg. 43.

Materials
Various colours of paint chips (paper colour samples from a paint store)
Activity
Students will hone their observation skills.
 Each student is given a paint chip which they have to match to something living in the garden, within
give boundaries
 Tell the students whether or not they can pick what they find (appropriate for a large garden or forest)
 Divide students into partners and give them 5 minutes
 After students match their first chip they can exchange it for another colour

FOREST COLOGNE
Source: “Get Outdoors: An Educator’s Guide to Outdoor Classrooms” Written and compiled by Sue Staniforth, pg. 45.

Materials
Small paper cups
Activity
Students will hone their sense of smell.
 Students will be creating their own perfume by using the scents from things that are growing around
them
 Students can collect samples no larger than their fingernails to put in their cups
 Tip: Tell students to rub the sample between their fingers to release more of the scent
 Form a circle and pass samples around the circle giving everyone a chance to smell each sample
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Nature’s Classroom BC Curriculum “Big Ideas” Connections
Excerpts taken from British Columbia’s Ministry of Education 2016 curriculum documents: https://curriculum.gov.bc.ca/curriculum/

Target Audience: Grades 3-7
Each lesson in Nature’s Classroom combines activities within specific content areas – Social Science, Science,
Math, English Language Arts, and Physical and Health Education.
Grade 3
Science
 Living things are diverse, can be grouped, and interact in their ecosystems
Math
 Standard units are used to describe, measure, and compare attributes of objects’ shapes
English Language Arts
 Curiosity and wonder lead us to new discoveries about ourselves and the world around us
Grade 4
Social Science
 The pursuit of valuable natural resources has played a key role in changing the land, people, and
communities of Canada
Science
 All living things sense and respond to their environment
 The motions of Earth and the moon cause observable patterns that affect living and non-living systems
English Language Arts
 Questioning what we hear, read, and view contributes to our ability to be educated and engaged
citizens
Physical and Health Education
 Knowing what we enjoy doing and knowing about our opportunities to participate in those activities
helps us develop an active lifestyle
 Personal choices and social and environmental factors influence our health and well-being
Grade 5
Social Science
 Natural resources continue to shape the economy and identity of different regions of Canada
Science
 Multicellular organisms have organ systems that enable them to survive and interact within their
environment
 Humans use earth materials as natural resources
English Language Arts
 Questioning what we hear, read, and view contributes to our ability to be educated and engaged
citizens
Physical and Health Education
 Knowing what we enjoy doing and knowing about our opportunities to participate in those activities
helps us develop an active lifestyle
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Understanding ourselves and the various aspects of health helps us develop a balanced lifestyle
Personal choices and social and environmental factors influence our health and well-being

Grade 6
Social Science
 Economic self-interest can be a significant cause of conflict among peoples and governments
 Systems of government vary in their respect for human rights and freedoms
 Media sources can both positively and negatively affect our understanding of important events and
issues
Science
 Multicellular organisms rely on internal systems to survive, reproduce, and interact with their
environment
Math
 Computational fluency and flexibility with numbers extend to operations with whole numbers and
decimals
English Language Arts
 Questioning what we hear, read, and view contributes to our ability to be educated and engaged
citizens
Physical and Health Education
 Healthy choices influence our physical, emotional, and mental well-being
Grade 7
Social Science
 Economic specialization and trade networks can lead to conflict and cooperation between societies
Science
 Evolution by natural selection provides an explanation for the diversity and survival of living things
 Earth and its climate have changed over geological time
Math
 Decimals, fractions, and percents are used to represent and describe parts and wholes of numbers
English Language Arts
 Questioning what we hear, read, and view contributes to our ability to be educated and engaged
citizens
Physical and Health Education
 Healthy choices influence our physical, emotional, and mental well-being
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Figure 6: Garden Education
Source: Slow Food USA School Garden Guide
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